
Unios continually define new 
ways of designing light, and in 
the context of pathway lighting, 
the Link Wall Light was created. 
With a vision to create the ideal 
outdoor recessed luminaire 
applicable for corridors, pathways 
and staircases, the Link Wall Light 
defines what every wayfinding 
luminaire should be. Designed to 
be durable and tamper-proof, this 
luminaire proves to be resilient 
in the harshest of weather 

conditions and protected 
against any dismantling. Enjoy 
a welcoming, subtle light that 
provides safe guidance along 
accessways with maximum 
output and minimal glare. 
Available in open face and grill 
options with an easy 3-step dim 
system, the Link Wall Light can 
deliver more direct or indirect 
illumination for a range of 
architectural applications. 

Link

 
Illumination through integration
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Whether the Link Wall Light illuminates pathways 
in large-scale public spaces or leads to the 
entrance of your home, this gem of a luminaire is 
perfect for any commercial or residential space.

Part of the build

For easy and economical 
installation during the initial brick 
laying process, the Link Wall Light 
has been designed with the same 
size face as a standard brick 
(230x76mm). This functional 
luminaire becomes an integral 
part of any structural element 
with its seamless installation and 
delivery of a subtle guiding light.

Versatile installation

The Link Wall Light can be 
installed with or without a 
wallbox, opening the door to a 
range of different installation 
applications. Whether installing 
into brick, concrete, plaster or 
wood – this recessed luminaire 
can meet the demands of each 
and every project requirement.

Switch the light

To maximise flexibility, the Link 
Wall Light has been engineered 
with a 3-step dim function to 
accommodate for varying levels  
of light output for any architecture 
application. This function has been 
designed for easy programming 
through a key mechanism, 
allowing for 130lm, 241lm or  
357lm of light output. 

Open face or grill options 

Optional interchangeable faces 
provide two different application 
opportunities. A powder-coated 
grill option reduces overall glare 
and delivers a subtler light effect, 
while an open face option offers 
more general illumination and a 
broader light effect.

← 
Open face or grill  
options available

↗ 
Designed with the 
same size face as a 
standard brick 

Link

Specifications 
Finish / UV Textured Black and White, Absolute Luminous 
Flux / 357lm/74lm (Open Face/Grill), CCT / 3000-4000K, 
Power / 3-9W (Adjustable), Beam / 105°, IP65, CRI80+, IK10
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Link Wall Light P52

Grill Face
Measurements (mm)

255 (  220x55 w/o wallbox) 54

75

250
70

82

Absolute Luminous Flux
Adjustable: 3W/6W/9W (24V DC) 

28lm/51lm/74lm (at 3000K)
Beam

105° (F)

General Specifications
Material Powder Coated Aluminium 

Wallbox: PVC
IP 65
Wiring Wired in Parallel
Wallbox Included
Warranty 3 Years

Control Gear
24V DC Non-Dimmable  
Remote Control Gear

IP20 - 15/30/60W 
IP68 - 15/30/60W

Power Factor  >0.90
Dimming 1-10V Dim (AD), DALI Dim Optional

Finishes
UV Textured Black
UV Textured Grey
UV Textured White

LED
Colour Temp 3000K, 4000K
CRI 80+
Efficacy Grill Face: Up to 9lm/w 

Open Face: Up to 39lm/w
Colour Deviation SDCM≤3
Lifetime 70,000h L70

      

SPECIFY AT UNIOS.COM/LINK

Note
Grill option is IK10 
Open face option is IK08

Open Face
Measurements (mm)

75

255 (   220x55 w/o wallbox) 50

250
70

82

Absolute Luminous Flux
Adjustable: 3W/6W/9W (24V DC) 
130lm/241lm/357lm (at 3000K)

Beam
105° (F)
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